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(A, B) [333]. 1 [152]. 2.5 [237, 247]. AX - XB = C [42, 312]. dqds [358, 155].

-590 [71]. -Norm [152].

/ [380, 374].

2.5 [174]. 2005 [164]. 2nd [377].

3 [185, 114].

590 [71].


754 [172].


Accelerate [197]. Accelerated [259, 210]. Accelerating [245, 219].


Auto-tuning [212]. Automated [147, 361]. Automatic [151].

Automatically [131, 349]. Autotuned [241]. Autotuning [244, 266].

Avoid [284]. Avoiding [239, 275, 240, 262]. Aware [253, 254].

Basic [100, 330, 37, 311, 77, 73, 156, 290]. been [116]. Benchmark
Bidiagonalization [174, 209]. Bisection [70, 322, 197]. Bisection-Like
[322], bit [180, 175]. BLACS [34, 94]. BLAS
[21, 316, 22, 300, 109, 291, 174, 107, 108, 347, 283, 149, 364, 12, 114].
BLAS-3 [114]. Block [19, 257, 8, 286, 68, 152, 316, 22, 40, 300, 120, 344, 345,
2, 287, 24, 171, 208, 128, 133, 355, 113, 196]. Block-Asynchronous [257].
Block-Cyclic [120, 344, 345, 355]. Block-Partitioned [113]. Blocked

[176, 358, 155]. CCI [82]. CELL [189, 177, 184, 201]. Center [384, 371].
Checkpointing [277, 280, 268, 90, 324, 267, 273]. chemistry [382]. choice
[159]. Cholesky
[146, 360, 215, 80, 329, 357, 14, 118, 211, 199, 248, 184, 223, 161, 12, 202].
Class [191]. CILMAGMA [274]. Cluster [185, 240, 256]. Clusters
collectives [254]. Column [275, 114]. Combination [277]. Combine
[29, 319]. Combining [267]. Communication
[239, 215, 218, 236, 238, 56, 204, 275, 37, 311, 99, 237, 247, 240, 73, 226, 262, 254].
Communication-Avoiding [239, 240]. Communication-optimal
Complex [153]. Complexity [67]. Components [193]. componentwise
[207]. Computation [88, 72, 335, 374, 272, 383]. Computational [78].
Computations [180, 164, 2, 167, 249, 287, 382]. Computer [58, 375].
Computers
[20, 288, 26, 91, 336, 328, 55, 65, 57, 95, 129, 1, 86, 164, 127, 296, 314, 315, 343].
Computing
[384, 224, 193, 38, 46, 305, 7, 289, 148, 112, 337, 205, 185, 3, 48, 307, 119, 352, 25,
Condensed [2, 30, 253, 287, 303]. Condition
[381, 384, 370, 372, 373, 379, 376, 377]. Conjugate [56, 51, 159]. CONPAR
[82]. Core [217, 110, 178, 357, 118, 338, 256, 249]. Correction [259].
Cray [126]. Criterion [122]. CUDA [228]. Cuppen [69]. Cyclic
[120, 344, 345, 128, 133, 355, 196].
Fault [205, 252, 380, 90, 324]. Fault-Tolerant [380, 324].
Fine-Grained [253]. Finite [159]. Finite-choice [159]. FlexiBLAS [283].
flexible [283]. Floating [14, 49, 70, 322, 175]. Florida [384]. Form
[2, 253, 171, 287, 192]. formulation [146, 360]. FORTRAN
[374]. Fully [199]. Fundamentals [385].

Gaps [154, 366]. Gaussian [124, 351, 279, 127, 64, 325]. GeForce [266].
GEMMs [244]. General [142, 143, 350]. Generalized
[31, 294, 46, 32, 75, 171, 305, 334]. Generalizing [295]. Generation
[9, 157, 365]. Generator [206]. generic [231]. geodesy [179]. Germany
[233, 259, 228, 271, 278, 229, 265, 223, 249, 210, 219, 225]. GPU-Accelerated
Graphs [48, 307]. Grid [224, 156]. group [264]. GTX [266]. Guaranteed
[3]. Guide [18, 41, 81, 137, 93, 102, 98, 94, 35]. Guidelines [4].

held [385]. Hermitian [123]. Hessenberg
[8, 286, 68, 313, 92, 321, 278, 198, 208, 219]. Hessenberg-Triangular [198].
Heterogeneous [112, 337, 263, 249, 328, 327]. Hierarchical [256]. High
[384, 20, 288, 26, 111, 1, 3, 39, 298, 119, 164, 203, 58, 61, 74, 318,
98, 346, 258, 255, 211, 373, 107, 127, 223, 246, 250, 134, 31, 152, 347].
High-Performance [20, 288, 26, 111, 1, 107, 347]. Highly [68]. Hilton
[371]. Homogeneous [246]. Householder [203]. HPC [216]. HPF [137].
Hybrid [251, 278, 210, 281, 216, 211, 219]. Hybridization [230].

[102]. Implementation [18, 35, 8, 286, 187, 140, 152, 80, 125, 316, 162, 290,
118, 282, 121, 363, 177, 229, 149, 115, 69, 73, 329, 357, 364, 358, 155].
Inaccuracy [45]. Incomplete [144, 145]. Incremental [32, 33, 179, 295].
Infrastructure [182]. Initial [45]. Initial [10, 16]. Installation
[41, 81, 137, 93, 108]. Installing [10]. Intel [24]. Interface
[200, 328, 95]. Iteration [8, 286]. Iterative

Kepler [266]. kernel [211]. Kernels [189, 253, 266]. Key [110, 338].


Myths [79, 332].


QR [17]. QR/QL [17]. Qualitative [51]. Quick [81].


Some solving [75, 184, 89, 139, 356, 359, 113, 179, 334].

Specifying [49]. Specified [38, 87, 333].

Special [200]. Spaces [179]. Sparse [284, 180, 103, 124, 351, 353, 74, 318, 50, 77, 62, 127, 64, 325].


Stage [243]. Standard [171]. Storage [135, 146, 360, 211].


Special [200]. Spaces [179]. Sparse [284, 180, 103, 124, 351, 353, 74, 318, 50, 77, 62, 127, 64, 325].


Stage [243]. Standard [171]. Storage [135, 146, 360, 211].


Special [200]. Spaces [179]. Sparse [284, 180, 103, 124, 351, 353, 74, 318, 50, 77, 62, 127, 64, 325].


Stage [243]. Standard [171]. Storage [135, 146, 360, 211].
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xHSEQR [187].

York [371].

Zurich [370].
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